Many factors can lead to biased estimates of distance. For example, increasing the number of environmental features encountered on a path, the amount of time it takes to travel a path, or the degree of effort expended in traveling a path all lead to a positive bias in distance estimates (Allen, 1981; Allen & Kirasic, 1985; Montello, 1997) . The biasing environmental feature that we focus on in the research presented here is the number of turns a route takes. Sadalla and Magel (1980) demonstrated that the more turns there are on a path, the greater the estimate of its distancereferred to as the route angularity effect. In their studies, participants walked along paths that were marked on hallway floors and that contained multiple right-angle turns. The paths were traversed in pairs and included either two or seven turns. Participants were asked to draw maps of the paths to give their distance estimates or, alternatively, to reproduce the length of a path by walking that distance in a straight line. Their findings supported previous research conducted in natural settings that suggested increases in the number of turns lead to increases in the estimated distance, independent of any effects of travel time (Briggs, 1973; Lee, 1973; Stea, 1969) .
Although the route angularity effect is well established, the mechanisms underlying it have yet to be fully determined. The principal and most compelling explanations of the route angularity effect have linked the phenomenon to memory processes Montello, 1997; Sadalla & Magel, 1980) , but these explanations have typically not been tested directly. Indeed, different memory explanations of the route angularity effect appear to make different predictions about the consequences of disrupting encoding of information during route navigation. We tested these explanations in the present study by manipulating the task structure to examine how disruptions at encoding or prior to retrieval impact the magnitude of the route angularity effect. Thus, we used distance estimation in a virtual environment to examine how manipulations related to memory encoding and retrieval directly impact the magnitude of the route angularity effect. Before proceeding to experimental details, we first describe memory explanations of the route angularity effect and the occurrence of the effect in virtual environments.
Memory Explanations of the Route Angularity Effect
Several researchers have argued that the route angularity effect arises out of memory features associated with the task JansenOsmann & Wiedenbauer, 2004 Sadalla & Magel, 1980; Sadalla, Staplin, & Burroughs, 1979) . As Montello (1997) pointed out, the route angularity effect can be considered one of several related phenomena captured by a more general feature accumulation hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, as one navigates through an environment, one accumulates memories for features, with distance estimates positively related to the number of features accumulated. If we consider turns as salient features, remembering seven turns along a path should lead to an overestimation of distance relative to remembering only two turns along a path.
In support of the critical role of memory, Sadalla et al. (1979) Research has shown that increasing the number of turns that a route takes through the environment increases estimates of distance-the route angularity effect. This study tested implications of different memory-based explanations of the route angularity effect within a virtual setting. Participants maneuvered through virtual pathways of varying length that included zero, two, or seven turns. After each set of three paths, they estimated relative path lengths on an analog scale. Results demonstrated that both increasing memory load during navigation and making retrieval more difficult by interpolating another spatial task prior to estimation significantly increased the magnitude of route angularity effects. These results are consistent with the idea that the number of turns is categorically encoded and used as a memory heuristic when fine-grained memory for the route distance is degraded either at encoding or prior to retrieval.
has demonstrated that fine-grained memory is fragile and quickly decays, resulting in greater reliance on categorical coding (Fitting, Wedell, & Allen, 2008a , 2008b Merchant, Fortes, & Georgopoulos, 2004; Spencer & Hund, 2002) . Therefore, the resolution to this seeming contradiction is that feature accumulation utilizes categorical codes, which are distinct from the fine-grained codes of spatial distance. When memory demands are low, fine-grained coding is robust, and so categorical coding is not used, resulting in the elimination of the route angularity effect. On the other hand, task features that disrupt fine-grained memory should result in greater reliance on categorical memory and therefore augment the route angularity effect. Although Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer (2006) tested this implication indirectly by manipulating the number of paths held in memory before recall; we tested it more directly by manipulating activities during encoding and prior to retrieval that should increase reliance on categorical coding at retrieval. Before describing these manipulations, we first discuss our use of a virtual environment to test for moderators of the route angularity effect.
The Route Angularity Effect in Virtual Environments
Virtual environments (VEs) have been an important tool for spatial cognition researchers for many years, because of the rigorous control the experimenter can exercise over environmental variables. Jansen-Osmann and colleagues pioneered the investigation of the route angularity effect in simulated VEs. Their results demonstrated that, although the route angularity effect can be found in VEs, it is not guaranteed to occur. In an early study, Jansen-Osmann and Berendt focused on how the number of turns found in a VE corridor affects estimates of its distance. In their Experiment 1, a VE displayed on a desktop computer featured corridors with either two turns (Route A), seven turns (Route B), or no turns (Route C). After traversing the routes, the participants were asked to compare the lengths of Route A and Route B (which were the same length) with that of Route C, which was shorter, by drawing them. This method allows the two test routes (A and B) to be compared with a standard scale of distance (C) against which the participants made their estimates. The participants did not have to make a numeric estimate of path length for the two test paths using this method. They simply estimated the length of the test route by drawing a line that corresponded to the ratio of the target path length to the comparison path length. After comparative judgment, they were asked to draw maps of Route A and Route B as a representation of their distance estimation. Both measures demonstrated that the two-turn Route A was estimated as being shorter than the seven-turn Route B (η 2 5 .31 for comparative estimation). Jansen-Osmann and Berendt replicated this effect in their Experiment 2 using a much longer comparison route, with the lengths of Routes A and B remaining the same.
Although this initial exploration of route angularity in a VE appeared to set the effect on solid ground, another set of studies (Jansen-Osmann & Wiedenbauer, 2004) distance estimation was greater for the path with highfrequency names. Several pieces of evidence supported the critical role of retrieval in mediating this effect. First, high-frequency names were easier to recall but had no advantage in recognition, suggestive of a retrieval component. Second, when participants were prompted with intersection names, the difference in distance estimation disappeared. Finally, prompts that increased information recall also increased distance estimations. Sadalla et al. then demonstrated that factors that make it easier to retrieve more features about a path will increase the estimated distance of the path.
Although Sadalla and colleagues (Sadalla et al., 1979; Staplin & Sadalla, 1981) provided convincing evidence that implicated retrieval as a key mediator of route angularity and related effects, their approach did not adequately explain why the route angularity effect is sometimes not obtained . Heft (1988) argued that, in real-world environments, the route angularity effect may not occur, because the turns can be viewed by the observer as not being actual changes. The foundation of his argument was that a change in path direction does not really constitute route angularity when you consider the view of the observer. If the path is very short but contains many turns, the participant can likely see in a straight line through a few of the turns. This will make a path with eight turns seem more like a path with fewer turns, because the participant's viewpoint is not really changing as a result of the environment. He, instead, proposed that the effect is found when the observer experiences a new place or vista. Jansen-Osmann and proposed that task difficulty is the key moderating factor. In particular, they build on the idea of dual codes for spatial memory (Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Duncan, 1991) to suggest that features, such as the number of turns, only moderate the route angularity effect when analog or fine-grained memory for the route distances is disrupted. They provided indirect support for this relationship by manipulating the number of paths (three or five) that had to be held in memory before making distance estimations, and they found that significant route angularity effects only occurred in the high memory load (five-path) condition.
At first blush, the feature retrieval research reported by Sadalla et al. (1979) and the task demands research reported by Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer (2006) appear to be at odds. This is because the earlier research showed that improving memory for features along a path increased distance estimates, whereas the latter research showed that making it more difficult to remember paths leads to an increase in the route angularity effect. According to the feature accumulation hypothesis, increasing task difficulty should make it harder to retrieve path information and therefore reduce the route angularity effect. This contradiction can be resolved by considering two distinct memory codes for spatial information: categorical and fine-grained memory (Huttenlocher et al., 1991) . Categorical information is discrete and can be used to supplement fine-grained information when it is disrupted. Research that has manipulated delays before the estimation of spatial locations the virtual route. This was manipulated within subjects, so that, on half the trials, the participants pressed arrow keys indicating the directions that they were hearing as they navigated the routes, and, on half of the trials, they simply navigated the routes. Second, we manipulated whether a 60-sec delay between completing the routes and estimating them was filled with a task that demanded spatial resources or was unfilled. This was manipulated between subjects, with those in the filled condition completing a series of mental rotation trials during the delay (Shepard & Metzler, 1971 ).
Thus, we had two primary goals. The first was to more firmly establish the link between the route angularity effect and memory. By manipulating memory difficulty in two ways, we could assess whether the route angularity effect was enhanced or diminished when memory was degraded. Earlier memory research based on the accumulation hypothesis implied that degrading memory leads to reduced route angularity effects (Sadalla et al., 1979; Staplin & Sadalla, 1981) . However, a framework based on the dual encoding of fine-grained and categorical information makes the opposite prediction. Since fine-grained memory is fragile and categorical memory is robust, disruption of spatial memory encoding during navigation should result in a greater reliance on categorical codes and should thereby enhance the route-angularity effect. The second goal was to determine whether the effect was dependent on memory processing being degraded during navigation or whether it was a more general phenomenon that extended to disruption of memory after the routes had been traversed. If the route angularity effect is the result of using the number of turns as a heuristic in estimating distance when fine-grained memory is degraded, one would expect the effect to be moderated by both a concurrent task and the type of delay.
In summary, this experiment built on previous studies of the route angularity effect in a VE but added several factors. As in previous studies, we had participants navigate two test paths followed by a comparison path and then had them compare each test path with the comparison path in the set. The comparison path was always the same length (20 ft) and had no turns. The test paths had either two or seven turns and varied in length (40, 80, or 120 ft). Unlike in previous work, our participants experienced many sets of paths and made estimates after each set. This provided a more reliable basis for evaluating distance estimates and allowed us to manipulate path length and concurrent task within subjects. Our focus was on two interaction effects predicted by the dual memory encoding model (Huttenlocher et al., 1991) . First, we predicted an interaction of the number of turns and the presence of the concurrent task, such that the route angularity effect would be greater when participants were engaged in a concurrent spatial task. Second, we predicted an interaction of the number of turns and the type of delay, such that the route angularity effect would be greater when participants engaged in a mental rotation task prior to making estimates. Thus, our experiment provided a direct test of implications of the dual memory encoding explanation of the route angularity effect.
called into question the robustness of the effect. In JansenOsmann and Wiedenbauer's (2004) Experiment 1, schoolage children participated in a replication of Experiment 1 of Jansen-Osmann and Berendt (2002) . The result demonstrated a route angularity effect that was dependent on the order of presentation. The seven-turn route led to greater distance estimates only when this route was explored after the two-turn route. In their Experiment 2 (using children) and Experiment 3 (using adults), Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer (2004) eliminated the within-subjects manipulation of the number of turns. Rather than exploring both A and B, the participants explored one corridor and then explored a virtual room filled with objects for the same amount of time that passed in Experiment 1 before moving on to Route C. Neither experiment found a route angularity effect. Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer's (2004) conclusion was that the route angularity effect was dependent on the experimental design, and they offered two explanations of why the within-subjects design would show the route angularity effect but the between-subjects design would not. First, they argued that the comparison of routes in the within-subjects design may result in a relative judgment process, whereas the lack of such comparisons in the between-subjects design forces the participant to make an absolute judgment. Second, they argued that the within-subjects design required participants to maintain more information in memory, which may have led them to rely on a turn-based heuristic in order to estimate distance.
In a follow-up study, Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer (2006) tested how the number of paths that were needed to be held in memory impacted the occurrence of the route angularity effect by manipulating memory load during encoding. Their Experiment 1 was essentially a replication of the three-path procedure used earlier, with the number of routes manipulated within subjects. Unlike the results of previous studies, no main effect of the number of turns and no order effects were found. In their second experiment, they added two additional routes (a two-turn and a seven-turn route), so that the participants explored five routes before making their estimates. They found a significant route angularity effect in the five-path condition (η 2 5 .23 for comparative estimation) and, once again, no order effects. They argued that this pattern of results supported the idea that memory load is the crucial factor that accounts for the route angularity effect: Only when fine-grained or analog memory for the route is degraded will one need to rely on the categorical coding of the number of turns.
Memory Manipulations
Our experiment was also implemented within a VE and was designed to more carefully explore how memory factors moderate the route angularity effect. The use of the VE enabled us to efficiently manipulate the additional tasks conducted while the participants navigated the route or after navigation but prior to retrieval. In particular, we examined the role of memory in determining the route angularity effect by degrading memory in two ways. First, we manipulated whether the participant had to engage in a spatially demanding concurrent task while navigating line that represented the red path on the response screen to indicate its size relative to a yellow line (80 pixels in length) that represented the comparison path. They then did the same for a blue line that represented the blue path length.
The participants were then familiarized with the procedures involved in the concurrent task. They heard a series of vocalized directions from Computer 2 ("Up," "Down," "Left," and "Right") presented at a rate of one every 2 sec. The participants were required to use their left hand to press the arrow keys on the keypad each time they heard one of these spoken directions. During experimental trials, they did this direction-coding task while navigating the path. Prior to test trials, the participants were also familiarized with the Shepard-Metzler task described below.
The test trials consisted of six path sets. The timeline of a trial is shown in Figure 3 . On relevant trials, the participants began the
METHod Participants and design
Participants were 20 men and 20 women from the University of South Carolina who volunteered in exchange for research credit. The five-way factorial design included the following variables: path size (40, 80, or 120 ft), number of turns (two or seven), concurrent direction coding task (present or not), delay type (unfilled or filled with mental rotation judgments), and sex of the participant (male or female). Three variables were manipulated within subjects (path size, number of turns, and concurrent task). The dependent variable was the length of the line that the participant drew for each path with turns relative to the length provided for the no-turn comparison path.
Materials and Apparatus
A desktop computer (Computer 1) was used to build and present the VE for this study using FPS Creator. This software creates environments that are similar to a first-person shooter video game, in which a player sees everything from a viewer-based perspective. Figure 1 presents a view of part of a path that participants would traverse.
Participants indicated their estimates of path distance using E-Prime (version 1.1) on a second computer screen (Computer 2; 640 3 480 pixels). They were asked to draw the length of a specified path (using arrow keys) by comparing it with the length shown on the screen (80 pixels) for the comparison path (which was always the last path traversed and which had no turns). This comparative method is similar to the pencil-and-paper responses used in previous tests of the route angularity effect (Jansen-Osmann & Berendt, 2002; Jansen- and has been shown to produce results similar to other methods of distance estimation. We required participants to draw their estimates on a computer rather than on paper to increase our accuracy in collecting responses.
There were six path sets altogether, with each set containing three paths, similar to previous studies. The first two paths varied in length (small 5 40 ft, medium 5 80 ft, and large 5 120 ft) and in the number of turns (two and seven). The last path was always 20 ft in length, with no turns. The path lengths and the numbers of turns for each set are presented in Table 1 . The corridors of the first path were always colored red, those of the second path were colored blue, and those of the third (comparison) path (with no turns) were colored yellow. 1 Figure 2 provides a map of a representative path sequence. In addition to the mouse, which was used to navigate paths and to make estimates, a standard numeric keypad with all but four keys removed was used. Each of the four keys was given a new label-specifically, the 8 key was labeled "up," the 2 key "down," the 4 key "left," and the 6 key "right."
Procedure
Participants were given several practice trials to help them learn the mouse controls. They were also shown an example of the procedure, which included the navigation of a path with red walls, a path with blue walls, and then a path with yellow walls. They were instructed how to point the mouse cursor to adjust the length of a red The results also demonstrated a very strong route angularity effect, as was revealed in the significant main effect of the number of turns [F(1,29) 5 50.52, p , .001, η 2 5 .635]. As is shown in Figure 4 , distance estimates for paths with seven turns (M 5 68.18, SD 5 14.00) were much greater than those for the paths with two turns (M 5 60.37, SD 5 9.76). The effect size in this experiment was nearly three times greater than that reported by JansenOsmann and Wiedenbauer (2006) in their five-path study. Given the similarities in methodology across these studies, the enhanced route angularity effect may well be due to the increased memory demands. concurrent-direction coding task on Computer 2 before starting to navigate the paths. They then began their VE navigation at the starting point room and moved down the red corridor, ending at the goal light on the floor of another chamber (see Figure 2) . They then proceeded down blue and yellow paths as they continued the concurrent task. On the three trial sets for which there was no concurrent directioncoding task, they simply navigated the corridors. On reaching the end goal for the yellow path, they experienced a 60-sec delay before estimating path lengths. In the filled-delay condition, participants were asked to complete a series of Shepard-Metzler mental rotation tasks in which a three-dimensional shape appeared on the top half of the screen, and two rotated shapes appeared on the bottom half (one being the rotation of the mirror image of the figure on the top half of the screen). The participants used the mouse to indicate which of the two figures was a rotated version of the top one and then received feedback for each judgment. This task was designed to occupy spatial working memory resources and so to disrupt mental rehearsal of the paths. The participants in the unfilled-delay condition simply waited for 60 sec with no task to complete.
After the 60-sec delay, the participants looked at Computer 2, which showed two equal line lengths (80 pixels long) for red and yellow paths, with the yellow line below the red. They used the mouse to increase or decrease the length of the red line by clicking on the corresponding arrows on the screen until the relative lengths of the lines were the same as those of the paths. After indicating their responses, they estimated the relative size of the blue path in the same way. This procedure was repeated for each of the six path sets.
RESulTS
Given the much greater memory demands of these tasks, we expected that some of the participants might confuse paths and provide poor overall estimates of path lengths. Because including these participants might obscure the results, we eliminated data from 7 participants (2 men, 5 women) whose correlation between their estimated distances and the actual distances for the 12 estimates stood out as being quite poor (r , .40). The average correlation for the remaining participants in this study was reasonably high (r 5 .77). 2 A 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 ANOVA was performed on the distance estimates, with two between-subjects variables (sex of the participant and type of delay) and three withinsubjects variables (path size, number of turns, and concurrent task). (Figure 4 presents the path estimates as a function of path length and number of turns.) The results indicate that paths with more turns were estimated to be longer (the route angularity effect), with this effect weak- filled with a task that required spatial resources. Both of these tasks were designed to disrupt fine-grained memory for path distances and thus increase reliance on categorical memory, which would include information about the number of turns on each path. Our results were consistent with the prediction from the dual coding hypothesis that route angularity effects would increase when fine-grained memory representation is disrupted.
The significant interaction of concurrent task and number of turns provided evidence that disrupting encoding by increasing memory load during navigation enhances the route angularity effect. The significant interaction of delay type and number of turns provided evidence that taxing memory after the paths have been encoded through a spatial task that prevents rehearsal also leads to an enhanced route angularity effect. These effects appear to operate in an additive fashion. Taken together, we believe that a plausible memory-based explanation of this pattern of effects is that the number of turns is categorically encoded and used as a distance-estimation heuristic whenever analog or fine-grained memory for a path distance is disrupted. This account explains why disruption either at encoding or after encoding leads to a similar enhancement of the route angularity effect. It can also account for the findings of Sadalla and colleagues (Sadalla et al., 1979; Staplin & Sadalla, 1981) that enhancing information about intersections and cues along the path increases the overestimation of distance. The dual memory explanation is that these manipulations enriched categorical memory, so that it was through this route that the biasing effects were achieved.
The present experiment extends our understanding of the route angularity effect, especially in VEs. In particular, we felt that there was a need to clarify and test the mechanisms guiding the route angularity effect in VEs. With an increasing amount of spatial research conducted in VEs as a replacement for real environments, it is necesConsistent with the predictions of the dual coding model, there was a significant concurrent task 3 number of turns interaction [F(1,29) 5 4.39, p , .05, η 2 5 .131]. Figure 5A shows that the magnitude of the route angularity effect was larger when the participant was concurrently engaged in the direction coding task (a mean difference of 9.38) than when there was no concurrent task (a mean difference of 6.24). The dual coding model also predicts a delay type 3 number of turns interaction, which was significant here [F(1,29) 5 4.86, p , .05, η 2 5 .144]. Figure 5B shows that the magnitude of the route angularity effect was larger when the participants completed the Shepard-Metzler task before giving an estimate (a mean difference of 10.53) than when the delay was unfilled (a mean difference of 5.55). The three-way interaction of number of turns with concurrent task and delay type was not significant [F(1,29) 5 .086, p . .05], supporting independent influences of these two manipulations on the route angularity effect.
Note that there was a significant main effect of delay type [F(1,29) 5 4.98, p , .05, η 2 5 .147], indicating that a filled delay increased estimates of distance (M 5 69.15, SD 5 13.36) relative to an unfilled delay (M 5 60.22, SD 5 8.26). This result suggests that memory retrieval difficulties play some role in the estimation of distance. Furthermore, there was a significant interaction of concurrent task and path size [F(2,58) 5 4.12, p , .05, η 2 5 .124], reflecting poorer discrimination of distances when the participants conducted a concurrent spatial task. 3 diSCuSSioN Our goal in this experiment was to directly test the memory basis of the route angularity effect. We did this by manipulating whether participants engaged in a concurrent spatial task during navigation and also by manipulating whether the delay before estimating path sizes was angularity for those paths. However, the route angularity effect was large for our seven-turn 40-ft paths relative to that for the two-turn 40-ft paths and was comparable to the effect for 80-ft paths (see Figure 4) . Thus, at least for novel VE paths, the ability of the viewer to see through the turns on a path did not seem to matter.
Another factor that we did not directly address in this research concerns how the route angularity effect may depend on intentions during learning. Some researchers have speculated that people will not rely on heuristics if they can acquire distance knowledge intentionally (JansenOsmann & Wiedenbauer, 2006; Montello, 1997) . For the present experiments, participants knew that they would be repeatedly estimating the distances of many paths before the experimental trials began. Clearly, we were able to find the route angularity effect even when intentional learning took place. Thus, our results imply that the critical issue is not intentionality of learning but, rather, the memory factors relating to the task. Naturally, if learning is incidental, memory may be poorer and may therefore lead to greater heuristic processing. Thus, the memory perspective can potentially account for results related to manipulating intentionality during learning. sary to better understand whether and how effects found in real-world spatial navigation extend to the virtual world. In addition, the rigorous controls available in VEs enable more flexible tests of cognitive mechanisms for processing spatial information.
Our experiment verified that the route angularity effect can be found in VEs, despite the rather capricious nature of this effect reported in the literature . However, our experiment went beyond the previous research by directly testing different memory accounts of the effect. This experiment provided direct evidence in favor of a memory basis of the route angularity effect. Although some researchers have speculated that the effect is based on increased memory load during navigation (Sadalla & Magel, 1980) , our results support a broader mechanism. This is because disrupting encoding during navigation had similar effects to disrupting rehearsal after navigation. These results are consistent with the idea that people tend to rely increasingly on a heuristic that uses the number of turns to estimate distance traveled along a path as memory demands increase. This mechanism is consistent with the general dual memory representation framework of the category adjustment model (Huttenlocher et al., 1991) , which assumes that spatial information is coded at a fragile but highly accurate fine-grained level and a more robust but coarser categorical level. Memory demands, either at encoding or prior to retrieval, disrupt fine-grained memory more than categorical memory, and therefore estimates will increasingly rely on categorical memory, which, in this case, is based on the number of turns in the path.
Our results lead us to question the generality of the route angularity effect to less memory-demanding situations. The pattern of results reported by Jansen-Osmann and colleagues across a series of experiments (JansenOsmann & Berendt, 2002; basically supports the assertion that reduction of memory demands results in a reduction or elimination of the route angularity effect. These results raise the question of whether the route angularity effect would be found in a study in which estimates are made after each path is navigated. We believe that the answer depends on the memory demands imposed by the task. For example, if the participants were concurrently processing other spatial information during navigation, the effect might well emerge. Such manipulations would provide a further test of the generality of the route angularity effect and its reliance on memory factors.
A factor that may be addressed in future studies is the visibility of the path itself. On the basis of Heft's (1988) analysis, the ability to see through some turns leads to a decreased route angularity effect in real-world settings. In our study, the seven-turn, 40-ft path did include portions in which the participant could see in a straight line through a few of the turns. This was impossible to avoid given the length of the path and the number of turns that were required on the basis of previous experiments. If Heft is correct, then we should have found a reduced effect of
